CITY OF PASADENA
Applicant Name: OCG-CA-Retail-C-Pasadena, LLC (Retail
Storefront)
Reviewer: Billie-jo Naysmith
Date: 3/20/19
OVERALL SCORE

Maximum
Points

Points
Awarded

Percent
Score

1,575

1,366

86.73%

GENERAL COMMENTS
The majority owner and management team have ten years' experience owning and operating licensed cannabis
cultivations in Colorado. They have provided documentation indicating there are no complaints related to their
businesses at this time. They have been working with the Striker Consulting Group in CA to assist with the transition to
California. Area of concern: the applicants plan to use Blue Line Protection Group for all security services however, at
the time of application, Blue Line was not operational in California.

SECTION 1: QUALIFICATIONS OF OWNERS/ OPERATORS

750

670

89.33%

Experience
The majority owner and management team have ten years' experience owning and operating licensed cannabis
cultivations in Colorado. They have provided documentation indicating there are no complaints related to their
businesses at this time. They have been working with the Striker Consulting Group in CA to assist with the transition to
California.

Cannabis Industry Knowledge
The majority owner and management team have ten years' experience owning and operating licensed cannabis
cultivations in Colorado. They have provided documentation indicating there are no complaints related to their
businesses at this time. They have been working with the Striker Consulting Group in CA to assist with the transition to
California.

Ownership Team
The owners will train newly hired managers and employees and after six months to a year, the local employees will
take over the day to day operations.
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SECTION 2: BUSINESS PLAN

525

448

85.33%

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)
Extensive SOPs were included with the application.

Financial Plan
Financial plan included three year projected financials, but no startup costs or estimates.

Funding/Proof of Capitalization
Two accounts provided; no identifying information as to who owns the accounts. Available balance of REDACTED.

Records Software
The Recordkeeping Plan included the retention of physical documents stored in a Document Storage Area, as well as
cloud storage . Several types of records were detailed; the track and trace procedures also referenced recordkeeping.

Track-and-Trace
A detailed Inventory Tracking SOP was included in the SOP subcategory. The applicants are well versed and
experienced in the use of Metrc.

State Testing Requirements
Application stated all cannabis would be tested according to regulations.

Employee Training
Very little detail about the training provided.
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Customer Education
Applicant plans on educating via budtenders and written material.

Marketing
Trade marked logo, social media, online branding.

Community Benefits
Has developed SEED program to assist those impacted by cannabis criminalization, partnering with several local
charitable organizations, developed a philanthropy program.

SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT

150

127

84.67%

Exterior Design Concept
Applicants will utilize exterior improvements to fit into a neighborhood, whether it be Rancho Abode, Spanish Revival,
Victorian or Mission Revival. They will include tile roofing, solar shielding, and outdoor covering to fit into the
neighborhood.

Design Concept Integration
The applicants will include brick and stone masonry with more modern cladding technology to blend history with
modern architecture.

Integration of Security Measures
Applicants will utilize 24 hour security personnel, the use of electronic identification devices, swing doors, and countes
separating the sales area from limited access areas in their efforts to integrate security measures into the concept.

Air Quality/Odor Control
The applicants' air quality plan included new HVAC systems and carbon filters to control or mitigate odors.
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SECTION 4: SECURITY PLAN

150

121

80.67%

Security Experience
Applicant intends to utilize Blue Line Protection Group for physical security. No mention of driver security. At the
time of application, Blue Line was not operational in California.

Background Checks
Applicant intends to use a third party background provider.

Employee Safety Education
Applicant will use Blue Line to conduct employee safety training.

Employee Theft Reduction Measures
Employee theft reduction plan was written for a cultivation.

Cash Management Plan
The applicants have a cash handling SOP that is taught to managers during their training. The applicants' chose
records software, Flowhub, is integrated with a cash-flow system that includes daily sales reporting, drawer auditing,
and deposit preparation.
Product Access Protocols
Will use Blue Line inside the retail storefront, as well as an ID reader/scanner.

Product Deliveries
The applicants will utilize transportation professionals to conduct product deliveries, will ensure the cannabis is
properly tracked in Metrc, and will utilize security guards to escort the products to a vault for inventory reconciliation.
Security Guards
Applicant plans to use Blue Line Protection Group

Video Camera Surveillance
Application included plans and sample procedures, as well photos of proposed security equipment.

Armored Vehicle
Will use Blue Line for armored car services.
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ONE Cannabis Group (OCG) would like to formally apply for a City of Pasadena
commercial cultivation site permit to participate in this new and seminal opportunity.
Additionally, OCG will be applying for a State of California Retailer A-Type 2A license,
operating an 10,000 square foot or less indoor cultivation space with additional nursery.
OCG is a Colorado vertically-integrated cannabis operator that specializes in easing the
barrier of entry into the industry. The Company’s ten-year track record of profitability,
experience, and compliance reflects its ability to successfully operate in this burgeoning
market and to produce quality product through quality employees. The Company is led
by CEO Christian Hageseth – industry expert and thought leader – whose entrepreneurial
spirit led him to create the world's first cannabis franchise. The Company is comprised
of two operating companies, OCG Holdings, LLC, operated out of Colorado with
membership held by two members, CEO Christian Hageseth and COO Mike Weinberger,
and Cannabis Impact Partners, LLC, made up of four Pasadena community members.
OCG’s team includes experts from both the cannabis and financial industry, making it
the ideal partner to carry out new operations in Pasadena. OCG intends to expand its
multi-state operations into California, with Pasadena being its flagship location. The
Company is applying for both retail and cultivation licenses with the goal of
transplanting its successful business model (vertical-integration or grow-to-store) to a
city and market looking for professional managers. The Company is compelled by the
principle of, “People First, Profit Second, and Plant Third”. This is a constant reminder
that people and compliance are the primary avenues for success.

ONE Cannabis Group
303-922-2122
info@ocginc.com
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The Company’s cultivation business revolves around the capability to consistently
generate a boutique-quality product through efficient industrial levels. OCG's award winning method of delivering on this promise is evidenced by the success it has had with
products in Colorado – winner of six Cannabis Cups in addition to a host of other awards.
OCG is a catalyst of, “Conscious Cannabis”, or the belief that cannabis business dealings
have a social impact on the communities in which they operate. This belief has prompted
the Company to enter into a joint venture with Cannabis Impact Partners, LLC, a
collective of professionals that OCG has given a minority share of ownership. With the
help of seasoned cannabis operators, those who have been previously overlooked or
economically harmed will get a voice and a chance to act. Moreover, since all
geographies possess a distinct culture, OCG has partnered with four Pasadena residents
as part of its conscious cannabis mission, to provide a well-defined local perspective.
The Company believes in improving the communities in which it operates and is
committed to public outreach and engagement to encourage a positive reception for its
businesses.

ONE Cannabis Group
303-922-2122
info@ocginc.com
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Applicant/Owner Information Form*
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application
*Portions of the information disclosed in this application is public information
pursuant to the California Public Records Act.

www.cityofpasadena.net/marijuana-regulations

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business.
A separate form is required for each individual.

✔ Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E)

Type:

Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E)

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions
Code section 26001(al), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed.
Name of Entity: Cannabis Impact Partners, LLC
Ownership %: 33%

Phone Number: 323-547-8990

Organizational Structure: Limited Liability Company

Email: jlbolzzy@gmail.com

Authorized Agent: Jon Bowles

Title: Member

List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary):
Name:

Candis R. Watson, Esq.

Title: Member

Name:

Jon L. Bowles

Title: Member

Name:

Mica Lewis

Title: Member

Name:

Nicole Lewis

Title: Member

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer,
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business
owners must be listed, including the applicant.
Full Name:

Date of birth:
Last

First

M.I.

Mailing
Address:
Street Address

Apartment/Unit #

City

Phone:

State

ZIP Code

Email:

Page 1 of 3
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Ownership %

Title:

Social Security No.

Current Employer:

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS
1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If “yes”, complete section C-1.

YES

NO

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

YES

NO

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017? If
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057)

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Section C-2: Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied
Use additional sheets if necessary.
License
Authority :

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

Details:
License
Authority :
Details:
License
Authority :
Details:
Page 2 of 3
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ONE Cannabis Group
City of Pasadena
Commercial Cultivation Site Permit
Application
January 2019
Issued by
OCG-CA-Retail-C-Pasadena, LLC
Representative
Mark Busch
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Mark@ocginc.com
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SECTION 1: QUALIFICATIONS OF OWNERS/ OPERATORS
1. Experience
ONE Cannabis Group (OCG) is a thriving cannabis operator founded on a proven business model
perfected by ten-year industry veteran and founder of Green Man Cannabis (GMC), Christian Hageseth.
Christian’s decade-long career in the legal cannabis industry is most notably marked by his record of
perfect compliance and the profitable operation of dispensaries. He is a partner in five Colorado
dispensaries and has built seven cultivation centers around the country. In addition to his personal
ventures, Christian has also worked as a cannabis advisor in ten states, helping those operators establish
compliant and profitable operations of their own. His distinction in the industry has led to numerous
awards, including six Cannabis Cups and the 2015 High Times Trailblazer Award. Christian believes in
furthering the industry, which is why he has funded international medical marijuana research, consulted
for numerous government agencies, and gave the keynote address at several cannabis industry events. His
first years in the legal cannabis industry are outlined in his book, Big Weed.
Christian is expanding OCG’s operations into California, transplanting the standard procedures that have
led to a flawless compliance history with the help of a highly specialized team of industry experts. OCG
sets itself apart as a market leader by cultivating the highest-quality products and controlling all aspects of
its supply chain to its retail locations, ensuring a best-in-class experience for consumers and partners
alike.
Based out of Denver, CO, the OCG team currently oversees operations of two retail locations through
GMC as well as a 118,000 sq. ft. cultivation center that produces a boutique-quality product. The OCG
cultivation site, ONE Farms, is responsible for producing high quality flower that has garnered a devoted
following from customers. While the retail locations focus on providing an optimal customer experience,
ONE Farms concentrates on delivering a consistently-superior product on a large scale. OCG’s cultivation
center is one of the largest in Colorado and was built on the unwavering attention of Christian and
Director of Cultivation Corey Buffkin, and the team of experts they employ. The products it has
yielded—grown in Corey’s own trademarked soil – have garnered six Cannabis Cups awards in addition
to a substantial number of others. The popular strains are also distributed to other Colorado companies
that want the product on their shelves as well.
Much of ONE Farms’ success is attributed to strong managerial oversight that encourages education and
communication with employees. Corey maintains constant vigilance over the cultivation center,
personally overseeing each step of the cultivation process, some of which includes: cloning, tagging,
application of nutrients, product inspection, and trimming.
Christian and Corey have created a structure that is designed for autonomy and adaptability—an entity
that’s capable of running on its own, which allows Corey to focus on improving what’s already in place.
OCG's cultivation system allows the Company to operate with fewer employees than most cultivation
facilities. The system also empowers these employees to focus and specialize in various aspects of
cultivation, which results in increased labor productivity.
VP of Operations Billy Johnson and Director of Product Sales Dane Steinke manage the distribution of
OCG’s product to wholesale buyers across Colorado, establishing long lasting, healthy relationships.
Billy has over ten years of experience as a C-level officer in the legal cannabis industry and partnered
with Christian on previous successful endeavors.
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Dane has consistently kept the supply chain, both incoming and outgoing, steady for over six years. He
coordinates with each cultivation department head daily and keeps the momentum moving forward. His
role is the intersection at which all matters of cultivation meet. He monitors product projections and
moves flower yields in a timely manner and works with the cultivation center to identify market trends
and to integrate new product features such as terpene labeling for optimal customer satisfaction.
OCG will bring the ONE Farm model to Pasadena building a cultivation facility that can operate
independently but benefits from the support and oversight of OCG's corporate office. This support will
ensure that the Pasadena cultivation facility is able to operate in a successful manner in compliance with
all state and local regulations.

ONE Cannabis Group
Christian Hageseth, CEO and Co-founder
Christian Hageseth is the CEO of OCG, one of the first operations to bring the franchise business model
to the cannabis industry. Christian has built out several grow facilities and is a partner in five
dispensaries. He entered the legal marijuana industry in 2009 with the launch of GMC in Denver, CO,
after spending more than 20 years as a serial entrepreneur. GMC is well known for its connoisseur-grade
craft cannabis and multiple High Times Cannabis Cup wins. In 2015, High Times Magazine recognized
Hageseth with its industry Trailblazer Award. His experience in the legal cannabis industry and his
predictions for its future are outlined in his book, Big Weed, published in 2015.
Corey Buffkin, Chief Cultivation Officer
Since diving into cannabis as a cultivator, Corey has started his own successful business in addition to
mastering a vertically-integrated business model. As the Chief of Cultivation, he oversees the 118,000 sq.
ft. cultivation facility that supplies OCG with its award-winning product. Corey has more than eight years
of experience operating over 12 dispensaries in the Colorado, Nevada, and Oregon legal cannabis
industries. His passion for the industry coupled with his breadth and depth of knowledge has positioned
him to successfully direct all cultivation operations, including quality control and genetic acquisition, at
multiple facilities. Corey has won over 40 awards, including 12 Cannabis Cup trophies, and the most
coveted annual award, the 2014 United States High Times Sativa Cannabis Cup. Corey has partnered with
some of the top suppliers and cultivator medias in the United States to test and develop the GrowLife HP
Cup Winning MX, as seen in a February 2018 Business Wire article:
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Mike Weinberger, COO
Mike has over 18 years of experience in the world of franchising, helping to grow nationally recognized
brands. He spent the last eight years at Maui Wowi Hawaiian Coffees & Smoothies, a global franchise
with over 450 units worldwide. Initially coming aboard as general counsel, he quickly established himself
as a leader within Maui Wowi and was appointed to CEO in 2013. In 2015, he led the successful sale of
Maui Wowi to Kahala Brands, subsidiary of MTY Food Group, a global leader in the QSR industry with
a portfolio of 77 quick-service restaurant brands and approximately 5,500 locations in 34 countries. Upon
acquisition, he remained committed to growing Maui Wowi as Brand President. He was also Vice
President of Franchise Development, overseeing Kahala’s nontraditional portfolio and growth strategies.
Mike is also the Founder and Principal of Becheart Consulting, which specializes in aiding emerging
franchise concepts. Mike graduated from the University of Denver Sturm College of Law in 2004.

John Darwin, President and Co-founder
As president of OCG, John is creating a company that can define the first generation of legal cannabis
users since prohibition. John has over five years of private equity, corporate development, and startup
experience in technology and oil and gas industries. He previously served as the VP of Finance for
American Cannabis Partners, an active venture capital company in Denver, CO. Previously, John was the
founder and CEO of Calvin, a technology-based startup located in Dallas, Texas. Prior to Calvin, John
was associate of corporate development for JP Energy, where he supported valuation, diligence, and
execution of approximately $100 million in acquisitions, joint ventures, and growth projects and an
analyst at glendonTodd Capital, a Dallas-based private equity firm. He does most of the fundraising and
presentations to investors for OCG John has raised more than REDACTED for various cannabis deals,
culminating in REDACTED for OCG. John received his BBA from SMU Cox School of Business in Dallas,
TX.
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Scott Sterling, CFO
Prior to his appointment as Chief Financial Officer, Scott worked with Guerbet Pharmaceutical leading its
North American operations as Head of Finance & Post-Integration following Guerbet’s acquisition of
Mallinckrodt. While at Guerbet, Scott was responsible for implementing management reporting and
process improvements, as well as SAP conversion and overseeing the shared service center for North
America. From July 2014 to October 2016, Scott was Senior Vice President of Finance and Operations
for Sorin, a public medical device company, where he was responsible for Sarbanes-Oxley compliance,
management reporting, acquisition due diligence and integration, and oversight of all accounting
functions. Scott has also worked over the past five years as a fractional CFO for several top cannabis and
CBD operators including Native Roots and Myaderm. He holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Applied
Economics and a Bachelor of Arts in International Business Administration from the American
University of Paris, France, and a Master of Business Administration from Copenhagen Business School,
Denmark.
Billy Johnson, VP of Operations
Billy has over 20 years of multi-unit operations experience within various consumer services industries,
most recently as the chief operating officer of GMC in Denver, CO. Prior to that he was the COO at
Progressive Retail Management. His strong leadership skills and business acumen allow him to provide
in-depth operational and financial expertise for any startup or turnaround environment. He thrives in
creating a culture whereby everyone performs to the best of their abilities, is continuously challenged, and
loves the role they play in the Company’s success. Strategic thinking, developing people, solving
problems, and enhancing revenue are just a few of the invaluable assets he brings to the industry.
Logan Goolsby, Compliance Office
Logan works with OCG in the vital role of compliance, legal findings, and lobbying. A veteran of the
marijuana industry, Logan originally worked on the regulatory side under four different Directors with the
Marijuana Enforcement Division while the State of Colorado moved from medical marijuana to a retail or
adult-use program. Logan regularly communicated with both industry workgroups and licensees to
explain, note, and discuss rules resulting from Amendment 20 (2000) and 64 (2012). Logan worked with
stakeholders such as Vincene Sederberg, GMC, the Colorado Department of Public Health and
Environment, and the City of Denver to draft rules related to security, licensed background applications,
production management, and packaging. Working with LexisNexis, Logan codified and indexed the first
Colorado Marijuana Laws and Regulations legal book in 2011. He has also given interviews with other
state marijuana enforcement agencies, such as Michigan's Licensing and Regulatory Affairs
(http://www.michiganradio.org/post/many-businesses-see-green-michigans-upcoming-vote-recreationalmarijuana) and New Jersey's Medical Marijuana Program.
In the private sector, Logan has served the role of compliance officer, performing on-site inspections,
reviewing sale transactions, security footage and working with federal, state, and local law enforcement
and regulatory agencies. Youth education and preventing under-age diversion is the top priority for
Logan, as well as stopping “over-sale”. Logan looks to share these same skills with the State of California
to help it grow in the legal and decriminalization of cannabis.
Dane Steinke, Sales Director
Dane acts as liaison between the cultivation and retail sides of business. Much of his duties are centered
around maintaining constant attention to both internal and external supply chains. With over six years in
the industry, Dane ensures the products OCG purchases for its retail locations adhere to testing
requirements in addition to maintaining healthy relationships with the buyers of our own cultivation
products. He believes customer service is the key differentiator in markets saturated with quality product
and prides himself in his ability to anticipate compliance breakdowns and other issues before they happen.
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Accountability and dedication are characteristics he prioritizes in the people he works with, making him
an asset to all those he deals with.

Kristin Aichinger, Grow Facilities Manager
Kristin Aichinger has been able to turn her passion for plant life into a successful career at OCG. With 9
years industry experience, Kristen is responsible for scheduling, documenting, and helping perform all
plant tasks as well as managing grow employees. She is the internal backbone that propels the cultivation
forward, considering it her duty to to make both the plants and employees as happy as possible while
directing all aspects of the cultivation facility towards a common goal. Both Christian and Corey look to
Kristin to execute their vision in real time.

2. Cannabis Industry Knowledge
OCG has an extensive background in the cannabis industry highlighted through its key players and
ownership team. The management team has a combined 50 years of cannabis business experience and its
process for implementing operations is clear, focused, and time-tested.
Compliance to state regulation is the highest priority. OCG has successfully implemented this approach
into both of its retail locations as well as its cultivation center. The Company’s standard operating
procedures (SOPs), comprised of an extensive array of checklists and modules, are the backbone of the
operation that have allowed the Company to remain perfectly compliant for ten years. Training checklists,
inventory reception, product handling, and cash handling make up just one-third of our step-by-step
guidelines. Highlights of this exceptional list of procedures are included in this application.
OCG’s SOPs are part of an evolving database compiled from every facet of the operation. With each
compliance update, the Company’s managers repeat the process themselves according to the new
guidelines in order to convey it simply and clearly to the employees, ensuring the most efficient process
for following state and local laws is enacted.
Updating SOPs
By establishing relationships with the entities responsible for updating cannabis regulations, in addition to
signing up for all forms of communication within which new regulations are disseminated, OCG is
perpetually monitoring all developments. Once new updates are out, the General Manager applies them to
the SOPs, and subsequently to our retail locations. All changes to SOPs require approval at the highest
level, in addition to the approval of OCG’s compliance manager Logan Goolsby, the staff member that
observes the policy transition as a safeguard. The compliance manager is a position that’s been
specifically designated to track all aspects of operations to ensure strict adherence to regulations.
Concurrent to internal policing, OCG hires third-party auditors to review the Company’s compliance
status annually. OCG expects the same market to open in California, and to work with local companies to
create yearly audits for banking. In addition, OCG’s local compliance officer will work with these
partners to update all policies pursuant to and Bureau of Cannabis Control changes.
Communicating the SOPs
All new employees go through a comprehensive training module receiving instruction on every aspect of
the retail procedures. After officially coming on board, employees are given full access to Company SOPs
for reference. As the SOPs are updated, the new procedures are communicated via email and in-person.
Thanks to focused diligence in monitoring regulatory updates, OCG’s employees are immediately made
aware of any changes.
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In order to bolster an understanding of compliance to all procedures, OCG holds internal workshops
quarterly on the more critical areas of compliance, including the customer experience and METRC
oversight. Employees are also required to participate in relevant webinars at least once a quarter. On a
managerial level, bi-weekly meetings are held where mid-to-high-level staff congregate to strategize
Company-wide rollouts and prioritize any upcoming compliance matters.

Utilizing SOPs in Compliance
OCG’s history of using the best knowledge, engaging with community members, and cooperating with
public authorities proves to be the best practices the Company has in monitoring the changing laws. In an
industry which has had major rule and statute changes from public input, OCG has remained compliant,
as a review of Colorado’s public records database from the Marijuana Enforcement Division through the
Colorado Open Records Act demonstrates.
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What We’ll Do
Once granted the Pasadena license, OCG will use its rigorous Colorado-based model as a roadmap
enabling prompt implementation of its SOPs.
In order to adhere to California regulations, OCG’s compliance manager has started to take information
received from California State rules and is relaying them to our office as a preemptive measure for
regulatory adoption. California offers an extensive database on compliance which our office will fully
utilize and adhere to. The compliance manager will be working with our General Manager to coordinate
between Colorado and the OCG transplants that will relocate for at least six months. This will help us
fast-track and execute our strategy. Our SOPs will adapt accordingly while drawing from the best
practices we’ve developed in Colorado.
OCG will implement its revised California SOPs via the same successful process used at our Denver
locations. OCG will hire locally while dedicating our Colorado staff to building the first successful social
equity cultivation facility that provides a model for others to follow. The training we provide our partners
will enable them to successfully oversee long-term operations.
Should OCG secure a cultivation license in Pasadena, the first step will be to identify a location that
allows us to initiate operations compliantly. After factoring in City and State legal codes, the Company
typically prioritizes areas with ample growth opportunity, as we intend to expand operations in the future.
Locations with adjacent buildings that could be acquired in the future are ideal. OCG believes the
relationship between the Company and landlord is paramount. We hope to gain community support by
growing a company presence in the area we’re located, in addition to bringing a higher value to the
property surrounding us. Both factors become significantly more manageable in areas that are generally
pro-cannabis, so that is also factored in. Amenable relationships with both the community and landlords
help OCG operate and hire locally and legally. Proximity to distribution points and safe space will also be
considered. The OCG cultivation team hopes to find a location with ample secure space for safes, making
it easier to manage the flow of product.
As both a wholesale buyer and seller, OCG has experience on both ends of the transaction. OCG intends
to leverage its knowledge and establish itself as a quality brand the same way it did in Colorado. Billy
Johnson, Corey Buffkin, Kristin Aichinger, and Dane Steinky will be key in executing our goals. Their
combined knowledge has kept OCG’s supply chain consistent and perfectly compliant since its inception.
The Company will sell its product wholesale to other reputable businesses under their supervision as they
manage the training and SOP implementation of our California operations. Several OCG employees will
relocate to Pasadena for at least six months to train new hires, and the team mentioned above will be
coordinating with them and providing routine on-site reviews.
OCG’s cultivation team will personally oversee the hiring of their own respective positions in California.
After a thorough vetting process, those selected for managerial positions in California will be brought to
Colorado for training purposes, attaching themselves to different operational directors for several days
each in order to get a feel for their position and how it intersects with other directors. While regulatory
standards in Colorado and California differ, the new employees will have an opportunity to learn about
their general role in an established, compliant environment. Proper training ensures accountability, which
OCG believes is a major driving force of quality work. The cultivation team will also acts as a real-time
reference that new employees will be able to communicate with at any time, overseeing weekly and
monthly product sales as they’re executed.
OCG recognizes the importance of cultivation in the operational hierarchy. Our own track record of
premium cultivation practices will be fully utilized in California.
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Key Historical Success Factors
1. Ability to attract community support
OCG is an integral member of the communities in which it operates. This includes participation
and support in multiple chambers of commerce, board member participation in local companies,
and active political and community involvement at both city and state levels.
2. Fast adjustments to changing regulations
Regulations are constantly changing. Growers and retail operators must adhere to the latest
legislation and adjust quickly and smoothly. OCG has achieved perfect compliance during its 10year history and understands that the success and welfare of its business is predicated on
remaining compliant. Compliance also bolsters community support. OCG will apply its historical
compliance model and Gold Standard SOPs to its Pasadena operations to be an exemplary
operator.
3. Development of effective marijuana strains
OCG has won a myriad of industry awards for product excellence and its dispensaries. By
assigning a license to and partnering with OCG, the City of Pasadena will be bringing in one of
the best cannabis producers in the country. This will set a foundation for the success of
legalization in the city and will underscore tax revenue profitability.

3. Ownership Team
Our ownership team will be taking on multiple roles in this operation. This will be OCG’s first California
endeavor. All our California resources will be allocated to this project to ensure a continuation of our
perfect compliance track record.
Christian Hageseth will take a true CEO role, managing strategy, new avenues of business development,
and community engagement. Namely, he will focus on growth and stability of the business. Christian
brings a decade’s worth of knowledge centered around operating a compliant and successful cannabis
cultivation enterprise. Christian is currently a partner at five dispensaries and two grow operations. As the
founder of GMC – one of the top five cultivators in Colorado – he is responsible for building a
comprehensive cultivation model that OCG uses as the blueprint for its operations. OCG prioritizes
compliance and customer satisfaction, which leads to profit. Hageseth is an industry expert, thought
leader, and seminal advisor to entrepreneurs across the country on how to run compliant and profitable
cultivations. Utilizing his experience, he will oversee the hiring of key positions within the business that
will dictate the operational structure. The duties Christian has deemed to be historically pertinent for staff
to do daily to maintain compliance and be profitable are the following:
1. Maintain cultivation compliance with all local, state and federal regulations
2. Follow required reporting, paperwork, and state tracking system recordings
3. Assist state and local government auditors and law enforcement with inventory, sales, and
compliance audits
4. Perform all daily opening and closing procedures
5. Implement and oversee security, reporting, and cash management procedures
6. Be responsible for facility maintenance and troubleshooting as necessary including proper upkeep
of the phone, utilities, technology, maintenance, repairs, stock, and supplies
7. Ensure that the plant count is always adequately tracked
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8. Coordinate with senior leadership to perform daily/monthly/yearly inventory audits and
reconciliations
9. Ensure all expired/damaged/returned product is logged and disposed of according to regulations
10. Assist in ensuring that all wholesale deliveries are compliant and accurate compared to invoices,
etc.
11. Provide daily correspondence via email and manager’s log, with team members as needed
12. Comply with all HR policies, including confidentiality and non-disclosures
13. Maintain a clean and organized work environment
Christian’s personal role will revolve around gauging the abilities of potential hires in managerial
positions. His past success has largely been attributed to putting the best people in the right position.
Those who have successfully managed these positions in Colorado will be the key drivers and trainers
contributing additional oversight on the hiring and managing of these positions. Billy Johnson, Corey
Buffkin, Dane Steinke, and Kristin Aichinger will advise and train the new hires on best practices in their
respective fields. Dane, Billy, and Kristin will be placed in Pasadena for on-the-ground employee training
and will act as a liaison between the two offices. This training will take six months to a year until
managers and staff (hired from Pasadena) are confident and capable enough to run operations.
The duties of Billy and Corey don’t allow for long-term placement, but they’ll be advising from
Colorado. Corey’s duties will largely revolve around instructing cultivation plant oversight and execution
so that our California supply chain can mimic the excellent standard we expect in Colorado. In addition,
he’ll review our ability to run efficient irrigation, environmental controls, and lighting, among others.
Once the Pasadena training is completed, Billy and Corey will support operations from Colorado to
ensure that the California operations maintain the standards we've set in Colorado.
OCG will leverage the knowledge and experience developed over the last decade to develop a world-class
cultivation facility that empowers local entrepreneurs in a burgeoning new industry and supports dozens
of local jobs. OCG will be extremely active in the initial developmental phases while training our local
SEED Partners to eventually manage operations. Once our local ownership team is ready, they will take
over the day-to-day management of operations while enjoying the continued support of OCG's corporate
office.

SECTION 2: BUSINESS PLAN
Although OCG has overwhelming experience and success within Colorado and other markets, we
acknowledge we are new to the California cannabis market. Like our other markets, we believe our
success depends upon us becoming familiar with and integrating into both the California and the
Pasadena markets. We understand California has a unique and complex market and we have already
invested considerable resources in preparing to enter California.
Over the past months we have been working with the Spiker Consulting Group and formally engaged
them to help us develop our southern California strategy. During this time, Christian Hageseth has spent a
considerable amount of time both in Los Angeles and in Pasadena meeting with politicians, bureaucrats,
policy makers, industry influencers, and related non-profits. We have been learning about the region,
market, and culture, developing our network and formalizing strategic partnerships.
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We have also integrated ourselves into the Southern California Coalition (SCC), the region's largest and
most influential cannabis trade association. We intend on taking a leadership position within the
organization, working to shape cannabis policy and the direction of the local cannabis industry.
In addition, as part of our strategic roadmap, we plan on having multiple cultivation and dispensary
licenses throughout Los Angeles County, Southern California, and California at large. OCG is
formalizing joint ventures with multiple existing cannabis cultivations and dispensaries. Although we do
not foresee ourselves in testing or delivery, we are also currently in discussion with multiple operators to
be fully functional and compliant if we should be afforded a Pasadena license.

Sub-Section 2A: Operations
1. SOPs

REDACTED
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Pages 13-40 Redacted

Sub-Section 2B: Community Benefits
Overview
OCG’s vision for itself, and the industry, is to live by the principles of Conscious Capitalism, or
“Conscious Cannabis,” and the “Triple Bottom Line” of profit, people, and planet. OCG believes that our
success is only partially defined by financial profitability. Equally important is utilizing our profits for the
betterment of the individuals within our midst, the communities in which we operate, and the planet on
which we exist. OCG is committed to leveraging our profits, success, and voice within the industry as a
platform for economic development, environmental responsibility, industry ethics, and justice. It is
imperative that the legalized industry address past and present social inequities surrounding cannabis and
evolve proactively in a responsible direction.
Under the leadership of Community Relations Representative Rabbi Dr. Baruch HaLevi, OCG has taken a
principal position in bringing social responsibility to the cannabis industry. Rabbi HaLevi has been
involved in the legalized cannabis industry, social advocacy, and community organizing for nearly twenty
years. OCG is realizing its mission of Conscious Cannabis through quantifiable and measurable initiatives
and programs detailed below.

Economic Impact: Cannabis Economic Benefits and Multiplier Effect
OCG believes that our greatest economic contribution to the community will be made through the
“multiplier effect” of our local business activities. We are confident that between the explosive growth
within the industry, as well as what we have experienced in our other markets, together with our ability to
operate a compliant and profitable cannabis business, the city of Pasadena will experience tremendous
economic growth from our activities.
The total economic output from legal cannabis will grow 150% from $16 billion in 2017 to $40 billion by
2021, according to the “US Legal Cannabis: Driving $40 Billion Economic Output” report released by
Arcview Market Research, in partnership with BDS Analytics. The report examines the economic
multiplier effects through which US consumer spending on legal cannabis in 2021 of $20.8 billion will
generate $39.6 billion in overall economic impact, 414,000 jobs, and more than $4 billion in tax receipts.
Key highlights include:
1. The legalization of adult-use sales in California will lead to the creation of nearly 99,000
cannabis industry jobs in the state by 2021, about a third of all cannabis jobs nationwide, and
146,000 jobs overall when indirect and induced effects are considered.
2. By 2021, direct cannabis industry employment will top 291,500 FTE jobs, with a total
employment effect of nearly 414,000 FTEs across all legal cannabis states.
3. Six of the early movers in legal adult-use implementation (California, Colorado, Massachusetts,
Nevada, Oregon, and Washington) will account for more than 60% of that $39.6 billion in 2021
total economic output. Medical-use states will see far less positive economic impact, while the
hold-out states will see none.
4. The legal cannabis industry may have been a key factor in lowering Colorado’s unemployment
rate to one of the lowest in the nation.
5. Conservative estimates show more than $1 billion dollars in wholesale, excise, and cannabisspecific sales taxes were taken into state treasuries during 2016. That number is forecast to grow
to nearly $2.8 billion by 2021. With additional state and local general sales taxes, that 2021
figure could be between $4 billion and $4.7 billion.
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Additional reports have noted that “based on sales of medical and recreational marijuana at the retail level
– including flower, infused products and concentrates – the estimates use an economic multiplier of 3.5 to
quantify the industry’s overall contribution to the economy, showing how revenue generated by cannabis
businesses permeates through communities, cities, states and the nation. In other words, for every $1
consumers/patients spend at our adult-use store, an additional $2.50 of economic value will be injected
into the economy – much of it at the local level.”1
Examples include:
1. Tourists visit adult-use marijuana states to purchase cannabis, while marijuana business
professionals travel for meetings, conferences and market research – infusing tourism dollars into
a state while they visit.
2. The creation of cultivation sites, adult-use shops and infused product companies spurs real estate
and construction activity. Many grows, for instance, occupy warehouse space that was previously
vacant, while a fair share of retailers took over and renovated dilapidated storefronts.
3. Marijuana businesses collectively pay hundreds of millions of dollars in state and local taxes,
which fund projects including roads and rural hospitals and government programs such as
education.

With regards to housing, a new study published in November 2018 evaluated the effect of medical and
recreational dispensary openings on housing prices in Denver, Colorado. Using an event study approach,
researchers found that the introduction of a new dispensary within a half‐mile radius of a new home
increases home prices by approximately 7.7% on average. The effect diminishes for homes further from
new marijuana businesses but is consistent over time. These results provide important and timely

McVey, Eli. “US marijuana industry’s economic impact could hit $80 billion by 2022.” Marijuana Business Daily. Available online:
https://mjbizdaily.com/chart-us-marijuana-industrys-economic-impact-could-reach-80-billion-by-2022/. May 29, 2018.
1
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empirical evidence on the positive socioeconomic impacts of marijuana legalization, particularly for the
cities and the neighborhoods in which the operate.2
OCG’s Economic Development Value Proposition
OCG believes that only through the best and most experienced operators can this multiplier effect be fully
realized. OCG has been operating profitably and compliantly in the Colorado cannabis market for the past
10 years and has contributed greatly to the economic growth of both Denver and Colorado. Awarding a
Pasadena cultivation license to OCG would certainly maximize the positive economic impact that most
researchers and economists are predicting. It is in the best interest of the city of Pasadena to partner with
OCG.

Equity and Community Share in Ownership, Employment, and Benefits
Social Equity
OCG has taken the industry lead in advocating for and implementing social equity within the cannabis
industry, or what we call S.E.E.D. (social equity and economic development). OCG is an active member
in regional, national, and international organizations such as the Minority Cannabis Business Association,
the Global Cannabis Partnership, and the Southern Cannabis Coalition. We are catalysts advocating for
continued development in this emerging area within the industry.

SEED and Pasadena SEED Partners
OCG defines a SEED partner as someone who is any of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

ethnic or racial minority
has been negatively impacted by the War on Drugs
is a veteran
is a non-violent, convicted felon for a cannabis related charge
comes from an economically challenged neighborhood
lives below the poverty line

After a rigorous vetting and selection process, OCG has entered into a joint venture with Jon Bowles,
Candis Bowles, Mica Lewis, and Nicole Lewis of Cannabis Impact Partners, LLC. This team of talented
professionals are Pasadena residents who are actively involved within the Pasadena community. Each will
bring both their professional skill set to the cultivation operation, as well as their presence, passion, and
commitment to the community. Each member of Cannabis Impact Partners will be an active owner and,
after training and gaining operational experience, will be able to manage the day-to-day operations of the
cultivation. Moreover, they will attend City Manager meetings during the first year of operations and
upon request thereafter.
1. Candis Bowles will begin her training in compliance and legal operations, which is well-suited
for her diligent nature.

Burkhardt, Jesse and Flyr, Matthew. “The Effect of Marijuana Dispensary Openings of Housing Prices”. Contemporary Economic Policy,
November 29, 2018.
2
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2. Jon Bowles can adapt his financial acumen to the cannabis industry and assist in structuring deals,
adhering to GAAP and SOX, and tax accountability.
3. Mica Lewis will partner with OCG’s communication team for community outreach.
4. Nicole Lewis’ HR expertise will easily be transitioned to the cannabis industry, to augment
training, documentation, and adherence to California HR protocols.

SEED Training & Management
OCG has adapted our operational systems, protocols, and training procedures to meet the needs of our
SEED Partners. Typically, we would supplement our SEED Partners with fundamental business and
cultivation knowledge, however, in the case of our Pasadena SEED Partners, they already bring much of
this business expertise to bear. Instead, our Pasadena SEED Partners will spend time in our Colorado
cultivation and stores where they will focus on cannabis industry knowledge. In Colorado they will
receive hands-on training in all aspects of the business from the industry’s most experienced and
respected professionals. Our SEED Partners will work alongside our OCG management team within the
Pasadena cultivation for the foreseeable future. We believe that OCG's industry expertise combined with
our SEED Partners professional skills and local connections represent the perfect partnership to fulfill our
mission.

SEED Training Center & Showcase
In addition to operating a compliant and profitable cannabis business, OCG believes we can also expand
our impactful and sustainable social equity model. OCG and its SEED Partners are committed to creating
the gold standard for social equity programs. It is our intention to utilize our Pasadena cultivation to serve
as our base of operations for social equity programmatic development and training in California. For this
program, our Pasadena SEED Partner, Nicole Lewis, is particularly suited to oversee the development of
our training program. An HR specialist by training, Nicole has the extensive experience needed to both
design and implement our SEED training program. We intend on bringing future SEED license holders
(ours as well as others) to Pasadena for training seminars. We believe that our Pasadena location will
serve as the perfect environment and platform to prepare social equity applicants for the cannabis industry
and with ideal conditions to showcase our success around the region, state, and country.

SEED Work with Local Non-Profits
OCG is committed to hiring the most qualified employees available. However, we will give preferential
treatment to both local community members and individuals who fill one of our SEED criteria. We have
already initiated efforts to identify SEED employees with the following organizations:
1. Villa Esperanza - Offers job placement, ongoing job coaching, and advocacy to youth and adults
with intellectual/developmental disabilities. http://www.villaesperanzaservices.org/
2. The Los Angeles/Orange County Building and Construction Trade Council - Utilizing their union
for any construction needs, which employs a diverse workforce.
3. Friends Outside - Support ex-inmates in making a successful transition into society.
http://www.friendsoutsidela.org/
4. Tierra del Sol - Empowering people with developmental disabilities through workforce
development. https://www.tierradelsol.org/

All our employees will receive above-industry standard compensation, a robust benefits package, and
superior professional training. In addition, we are working with our Pasadena SEED Partners to adapt our
selection and training process to accommodate potential SEED employees. In this way we can set these
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individuals up for success, empowering them with invaluable skills to become upwardly mobile and
independent within this industry and in their lives.
Seed The SEED: Future Social Equity Licenses
OCG is proud to be one the industry’s leading social equity programs, one that creates a viable, scalable
social equity program. Our Pasadena SEED Partners have agreed to participate in our “Seed The SEED,”
program. Once our Pasadena license is operational, profitable, and sustainable, our SEED Partners will
“pay it forward.” Under the OCG brand they will recruit, train, and mentor a SEED Partner of their own
to pursue additional licenses and expand the OCG social equity programs. This program is already in
development and OCG has started mapping opportunities and building processes to pursue further
expansion.

Local Economic Development and Partnerships
OCG's social equity program is unique in that it focuses on social equity as well as economic
development. Economic development is an essential element in bringing impactful and sustainable
change to the world. Our general philosophy is to engage and patronize as many locally owned and/or
operated businesses and employ many local community members. The following are some of the ways in
which we have already initiated, or are preparing for, our Pasadena operations. OCG, in conjunction with
our Pasadena SEED Partners, have already launched dialogue and relationships with the following
companies and organizations:
1. Pasadena Chamber of Commerce
We are members of the Pasadena Chamber of Commerce, working with CEO Paul Little to
identify and patronize local businesses and service providers
2. Architects
We have engaged two local architects and will move forward with one of them pending the
approval of our application. These groups will help OCG capture the appropriate aesthetic for our
Pasadena cultivation
a. Tyler Gonzalez Architects, Inc., 139 S. Hudson Ave. Suite 300, Pasadena, CA 91101
b. Dorado Design & Construction Inc., 1607 E. Walnut St. Pasadena, 91106
3. Realtors
We have engaged two local realtors and will forward with one of the pending the approval of our
application. In addition, our Pasadena SEED Partners are already exploring ideal locations to
streamline our preparation process if awarded the license
a. Redstone Commercial Real estate, www.redstonecre.com
b. Robertson Commercial, www.robertsoncommerical.com
c. Sauve Riegel Commercial Real Estate
4. Construction
a. Dorado Design & Construction Inc., 1607 E. Walnut St. Pasadena, 91106
b. Masbuild Inc, www.masbuild.com
5. Janitorial Services
a. Villa Esperanza - Villa Esperanza Services serves the community by employing
developmentally challenged individuals and is a perfect fit for OCG's social equity
program.
Community Engagement & Philanthropy
OCG places great value on community engagement and corporate philanthropy. We will take an active
role within the Pasadena community to support local causes, initiatives, and charities. OCG believes that
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for philanthropy and community engagement to be successful, we must take an active and consistent role
within the community and we have a strategy to ensure positive results.
Our Pasadena SEED Partners, Mica Lewis and Candis Bowles, will oversee the day-to-day efforts of our
community engagement and corporate philanthropy activities. Mica, a local and well-respected publicschool teacher, and Candis, a local and influential disabilities lawyer, are perfectly suited to interface with
the community, coordinate our actives, and execute on the following programs.
ONE For All: Corporate Philanthropy
After detailed analysis, and under the guidance of our Pasadena SEED Partner, Jon Bowles, an expert in
financial analysis, we have determined to designate the greater of REDACTEDor 3% of our net revenue. This
amount has been determined through the following considerations:
1. U.S. corporations give, on average, 5% of gross revenue. Given current federal regulations
regarding taxes and banking, we are ineligible for normal corporate tax deductions.
2. The current complexities of the California illicit market, and lack of enforcement in terminating
these illegal operations, hinder us from surpassing the U.S. corporate average (which we aspire to
do).

Cash Flow

Year 1

Revenue
Gross Profit
Corporate Donations

Year 2

Year 3

REDACTED

3%

Assumptions
Revenue Growth
Year 2
20.0%

Year 3
3.8%

Year 2
69.9%

Year 3
62.4%

Gross Profit Margin
Year 1
69.9%

We plan to ratchet up our charitable giving to become leaders both within and outside the industry in
corporate charitable giving. Management will continually reevaluate the Company's financial
performance and ability to increase support of OCG's social equity programs.
ONE For All: Designated Charities
We believe that our charitable giving and resources need to be invested in efforts relevant to the cannabis
industry. After much market analysis, local networking and guidance from our Pasadena SEED Partners,
we have determined the following areas and organizations to be both worthy and strategic causes for
OCG charitable giving. We will focus on the arts, youth welfare and development, formerly incarcerated
youth and adult reintegration programs, and special needs services.
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1. The Arts
a. The Friends of Levitt Pavilion Pasadena – A 501(c)(3) non-profit organization that was
formed in 2003 to present 50 summer concerts annually. Admission is always free,
making live music and the arts accessible to all. The concerts feature a diverse lineup of
artists from acclaimed, emerging talent and seasoned performers. Programming is
designed to appeal to all tastes, bringing people from all walks of life together to share an
evening of great music. http://www.levittpavilionpasadena.org/
2. The Arts & Youth
a. Light Bringer Project – Provides arts and educational programs to underserved youth in
the greater Pasadena and Los Angeles area. Its mission is to build community through
the power of the arts and education through unique cultural arts programs and special
events that utilize high-degrees of collaboration, volunteerism, and community-wide
support. http://www.lightbringerproject.org/
3. Youth & Mental Health & Welfare
a. Five Acres – Serves foster youth and children with mental health needs to provide a
variety of services ranging from providing shelter and safety to children who had no
home, adoption support, promoting family permanency and emotional and mental health
services for children subjected to abuse or neglect. http://5acres.org/
b. Light Bringer Project – Provides arts and educational programs to underserved youth in
the greater Pasadena and Los Angeles area. Its mission is to build community through
the power of the arts and education through unique cultural arts programs and special
events that utilize high-degrees of collaboration, volunteerism and community-wide
support. http://www.lightbringerproject.org/
c. Journey House – Provides education and housing support to former foster youth, along
with critically important life-guidance to make a successful transition into selfsufficiency while completing their education and job training.
d. http://journeyhouseyouth.org

4. Youth Development & Incarcerated Youth & Adults Reintegration
a. Chamber of Commerce Foundation – The mission of the Pasadena Chamber of
Commerce Foundation is to support the educational workforce development and workbased learning opportunities for youth in Pasadena. The Foundation supports educational
programs such as financial literacy training for PUSD 6th graders and work-based
learning opportunities for high school and college students. The Foundation also supports
training for others seeking employment or professional advancement.
b. Flintridge Center – Provides programs to reintegrate incarcerated youth and adults back
into society through access to services, education support and job training. Each year,
over 500 individuals seek the services provided by Flintridge to transform their lives,
reach their full potential, and become contributing and self-sufficient members of our
communities. https://www.flintridge.org/
c. Friends Outside – Serves as a bridge between families, inmates, and the community, to
break the cycle of crime. It provides supportive services to the families of those
incarcerated and link them to other needed services provided by community
organizations and government programs. It also supports inmates and ex-inmates in
making a successful transition into society. http://www.friendsoutsidela.org/
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ONE Plus ONE- B2B Philanthropy:
ONE Plus ONE is our B2B corporate philanthropy program in which we give our business service
providers and vendors an opportunity to donate 2% of their net proceeds. We believe that we can
leverage our business to encourage and stimulate additional community corporate philanthropy. Our
Pasadena SEED Partner, Jon Bowles, is particularly qualified for these activities. Jon is well-known and
deeply involved in the community as a local financial planner. His experience and relevant expertise will
ensure this program's success.

ONE For All COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
In addition to direct financial giving, OCG believes in a holistic approach to philanthropy and encourages
volunteering in addition to monetary donations. For example:
1. Employee Volunteerism
OCG encourages our employees to donate 5% of their time (i.e. 8 hours/month for full time
employees), to participate in local charities, serve on nonprofit boards, and contribute
accordingly.
2. Corporate Engagement
OCG sees itself as an integral community member and wants to take an active role within
Pasadena programming. We intend to participate through both sponsorship and active
engagement within various programs. We are exploring the following Pasadena programs:
a. The Friends of Levitt Pavilion Pasadena – A 501(c)(3) non-profit organization, was
formed in 2003 to present 50 summer concerts annually. See above.
b. Neighbors Acting Together Helping All (N.A.T.H.A.) – A community association with a
youth-centered perspective that promotes self-sufficiency, enhances individual’s
capacities to advocate for and maintain a healthy, safe, and drug-free community.
We will be intimately and actively involved in these organizations. Our Pasadena SEED Partners will
manage these programs to ensure success.
ONE Health - Health & Wellness Education
In order to be good stewards within this industry and our communities, we believe proper cannabis
education needs to take place. Our owner, Christian Hageseth, in partnership with our Director of CSR,
Baruch HaLevi, have been actively involved in Israel cannabis medical research. OCG is utilizing these
key relationships to connect the Israel medical cannabis community to our OCG communities. Israel is
the birthplace of medical cannabis and a world leader in cannabis R&D. OCG intends to host
international speakers and educational seminars on the science and medical research within the cannabis
industry and believes Pasadena would be an ideally suited venue to host such opportunities. We also plan
on providing educational programs for industry professionals and the community regarding:
1. Drug prevention
2. Responsible cannabis use
3. Health & wellness seminars
4. Scientific and research developments within the industry
We are currently in dialogue with multiple Israel-based organizations and universities to design and
facilitate these programs.
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Sub-Section 2C: PRODUCT OFFERING AND PROCUREMENT

REDACTED
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REDACTED
SECTION 3 NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT
1. Exterior Design Concept
OCG will incorporate the latest and most advanced architectural styles in Pasadena. For cultivation, a
standard and local warehouse staple to the community will be identified for complete construction and
remodel. We expect to focus a remodel of a warehouse in a covenant district, with an exterior design
concept that fits the neighborhood. As with most marijuana businesses, an exterior remodel is the chance
for a building to improve to the new and evolving safety codes of the city. This provides for even greater
public safety.
As with all the facilities that OCG has held in the past, we will employ the top-level of contemporary
construction to create a welcoming design. Our landscaping effort will comply with all code
requirements, including the repair and contribution of any sidewalk pouring, drainage run offs, and piping
into the local water systems. We have budgeted REDACTED in exterior repairs and design, with a local
business identified in Section 2.B.
Environment
According to the US Green Building Council, building construction, use, and demolition account for 36%
total energy use in the US, 70% of electrical consumption, 38% of greenhouse gas emissions, 30% of raw
materials use (136 million tons/year), and 12% of potable water consumption.
To fulfill our commitment to being good stewards of our environment, OCG is committed to eco-friendly
construction and operations within all our future businesses. The Pasadena cultivation, our first in
California, would be utilized as a showcase for all future “green” cultivations. OCG is committed to
reducing its environmental impact to move toward a zero-carbon footprint. Even if these practices are
costlier in the short-term, we are willing to invest our resources to fulfill our mission and uphold our
values. It is our intention to overcome these wasteful and negligent practices and attain LEED
certification through implementing the following:
1. Designing an environmentally sensitive cultivation that maximize efficiencies and minimizes
carbon footprint.
2. Utilizing environmentally friendly materials and practices
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3. Landscaping - when applicable, designing all OCG environs with a sensitivity to the
environment. Particularly within our California dispensaries, we want to minimize water usage
through eco-friendly landscaping.
4. Operation & Maintenance - minimizing our impact on the environment through utilizing
environmentally friendly cleaning agents, supplies and practices.
5. Products - giving preferential treatment to products and packaging which are earth friendly
OCG is wholly committed to Conscious Cannabis and ensuring our shareholders and stakeholders a
fulfillment of our Triple Bottom Line: profit, people and planet. Through these efforts we will continue to
be pioneers in the cannabis industry, leading all of those involved down a path of profitability,
sustainability, and responsibility for generations to come.

2. Design Concept Integration
OCG takes pride in creating a unified community. Our design for the sidewalk will fit into the urban
fabric of a clean, enduring quality. Cladding is often used in warehousing to create a sturdier and resistant
wall.
Inside the cultivation, we will utilize 1000-watt UVA bulbs, designed to be ran in 12-hour cycles of onand-off. Envisioned as an indoor cultivation, we will need to provide light sources to each of our plants,
and we expect to install one 1000-watt bulb per ever 6 plants we have within the permissible 10,000
square feet cultivation area. Our nursery area will use less power, with the need of a 600-watt UV softer
light per 12 clones or immature plants.
Proper brick-cladded walls fit into the fire code by creating a prevention wall between any two spaces.
Fire-retarded calking will be applied to all joint points. We envision roofing materials as long seamless
and boltless stainless steel, and a dropped ceiling of fibrous material in the walkways. This has
historically provided the greatest protection from leaping fire.

(Image of seamless and boltless steel roof panel)

(Image of fibrous material panel)

Warehouse storage for media, supplies, and nutrients will be stored outside of the cultivation area. We
envision a side storage room with the space to complete all mixing and washing of plant receptacles.
Pesticides will be provided under a locked cabinet, with a grade two or greater key lock only held by onsite cultivation managers.
In addition, our goal for a warehouse creates an urban fabric in the vision of Pasadena's Land-Use
General Vision Plan Goal 7. Materials of brick and stone masonry which last hundreds of years will be
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used. However, we will use the more modern cladding technology to complete this project. While
expensive at $15-$16 per square foot, we expect the design to last many years leave a long-lasting
investment for the community.
The following images are examples of how cladding is applied to a brick wall, which will have the stone
masonry poured into the tuck-points upon finish.

3. Integration of Security Measures

REDACTED
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4. Air Quality/Order Control
At OCG, we have a strong history of compliance as it relates to odor management. We thoroughly design
every cultivation to have the proper carbon filtration to eliminate all odors both inside and outside. Our
building will be remodeled to accommodate an adult-use marijuana cultivation with a newly installed
HVAC system once the design is in place. Designs utilized in Denver at both our adult-use marijuana
stores and cultivation surpass the requirements found in PMC § 5.78.170.H. The system OCG plans on
utilizing is the Airbox 4 Stealth Addition AB04. Building the cultivation from the ground up allows a
much more thorough ventilation system that would be difficult, if not impossible, to retrofit in existing
buildings. Our experience and history in Denver demonstrate that this system is effective in reducing odor
and mitigating effects in and around the building and can reduce the particulates in the air to 1/20th of a
percent.

SECTION 4: SECURITY PLAN

REDACTED
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